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Labor party Indicts NATO Psychologists As Nazi Docton at Secret Conference
July 5 (IPS) - North American Labor Party organizers
startled

an

international

conference

of

included French autogestion specialist Claude Faucheux

social

and John Lanzetta of Dartmouth, who specialized in

psychologists at Carleton University in Ottawa July 4 by
indicting two participants for crimes against humanity as

modifying the behavior of Air Force Personnel to get

them to take part in such crimes against humanity as the

outlined under the Nuremburg Statutes. The conference
was sponsored by the NATO Human Factors Panel anq
the Canadian Council, a group under the financial
control of the Rockefeller and Ford Foundations and
chaired by Peter Dwyer, an operative of British Military

weather manipulation and defoliation of South Vietnam.
Faucheux who works out of the Laboratiore de

Psychologie Sociale is on the board of consulting editors

of the Journal of Applied Behavioral Science.

He has

participated in experiments on how to use the fears of

Intelligence since World War II.
This elite core group of Nazi Doctors had travelled

members so that they do not act in their own sel�interest.

conference - sole pUblicity consisted of a small box in

Conference Head Promises Transcripts
To Labor Party

some members of a group to immobilize the other

from Britain, France, Germany, the U.S. and areas of
Canada to attend this virtually unpublicized closed

Labor Party organizers explained the nature of«
NATO's role in Rockefeller's fascist military takeover
and slave-labor plans and showed how this was linked to
the planned menticide of entire populations. At thai
time, the co-organizer of the conference, Lloyd

the American Psychological Association's APA Monitor.

The purpose of the conference was to thrash out plans
for creating the psychological conditions - labor

management co-participation, in-factory brainwashing needed to implement the fascist economic programs for

the working class hatched during the June 19 Ottawa

Strickland, sensing the impact the Labor Party was

NATO conference [See IPS No.8].

having on some of his fellow mind-killers, pleaded with

Organizer Sue Tobin entered the conference and read
the Nuremburg Statutes to the 30-odd participants,

co-chairman H. Tajfel for their crimes. Triandis, who' is

the organizers to leave the conference. saying that he
would send all conference transcripts to the· Labor
Party's Operation � ur� riibU:rg. if they would just go
away.

Study of Social Issues and who works for the Office of

explained the "should have known" doctrine of the

indicting Nazi Doctors Harry Triandis and conference
an officer in the Lewinite Society for the Psychological

Before departing, Labor Party organizers carefully

Naval Research of the Advanced Research Projects
Agency at the U.S. Defense Department, concen trates

Nuremburg Laws to conference participants, urging
them to give all information they had on the conference

. on research into "subjective culture" or belief structure

of his fellow NATO-policed Greeks, to find ways to

and NATO menticide pIal!. to the Labor Party or stand
accused of the crimes themselves.

became extremely agitated when indicted, endlessly

April issue of the Campaigner. theoretical journal of the

manipulate them and modify their behavior. Triandis

Conference participants bought $23.00 worth of the

repeating, "If all Nazis have mothers, are all Nazis bad?
Other

notorious

brainwashers

at

the

Labor Committees, which lays out the entire Rockefeller
Tavistock-CIA conspiracy.

conference

The IRA Comes to Canada...Courtesy of the CIA
two members of the French Canadian nationalist terror

July 5 (IPS) - A series of bizarre incidents straight from
the CIA's manual were sprung on the Canadian working

group. the FLQ (Quebec Liberation Front). and their

activity to be followed by police and army repression..

were last in Canada during the 1970 mass strike upsurge

families have just surfaced in Paris. The two FLQers

clas�.last week to set the stage for escalating "terrorist"

July 2 the Irish Republican Army provos (IRA) came to

in Quebec. when they were granted free passage to Cuba

border crossing on charges that he was transporting

In what has now been dubbed a "security slip." the
terrorists flew to Paris last week from Prague. Despite

in exchange for the release of a kidnapped official.

Canada. An American was arrested at the Windsor

stolen NATO weapons for the use of the IRA. In

coordinated raids a few days later in Toronto. St.

the much-touted security operation at Orly. supposedly

Catherines, and the aptly named Tavistock, six Irish

designed to keep out terrorists. the FLQers passed

Canadians were also arrested for purported ties to the

directly through airport customs unchallenged. although

IRA.

both men carried special temporary Cuban travel pass
ports.

In a rather more elaborate variation on this theme.
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An

The French daily L A u rore blew the story all across its
'

ex-Conservative

Party

premier

has

accused

front page, supposedly scooping the French security

Trudeau of pandering to the FLQ vote by not demanding

publicized but fruitless search for the terrorists, while

when apprehended. An embarrassed Trudeau responds

that the terrorists be immediately extradited to Canada

police. French police are currently engaged in a widely

that the extradition proceedings would violate the 1970

press reports locate them as having linked up with either

release agreement which he, as an "honorable man,"

Breton or Basque separatists.

would never do.

Terrorizing Canada
The incident is being used to heat up the political

atmosphere in Canada just prior to the national elections

Meanwhile, the FLQ's highly suspect defense lawyer

by evoking the hatred and defeat associated with the

Bernard Mergler lent extra melodrama to the situation

1970 upsurge and the consequent War Measures Act,

when he indicated that the FLQers could perhaps be

while fueling fears of terrorism in the population as a

legally extradited.

whole.

Marchetti Has Public Fit of Nerves at NCLO'Exposure of CIA
Any "pursuing" he's gotten from the CIA has been in the

NEW YORK, July 3 (IPS) - In an hour-long broadcast

June 30 over WBAI, the CIA "peoples radio" station in

direction of prodding him to get on with his "expose" -

said he

tion of naive, previously disclosed drivel which, although

New York, Victor Marchetti, "ex" -CIA agent and co- ,

a pre-planned part of the strategy. The book is a collec

"didn't know what was worse, being pursued by the CIA

purportedly in the works since 1972, was obviously

author of

The CIA and the Cult of Intelligence,

or the NCLC [National Caucus of Labor Committees]."

pasted together in the last six months. It says nothing

counterinsurgent Nick Eagleson, ex-Weatherman and

of the CIA, as outlined in IPS.

Marchetti

was

being

interviewed

by

about CIA brainwashing or the actual modus operandi

longtime

co-author (with the CIA's Nat Hentoft) of the recently

"Ex"-agent Marchetti's hysteria, stage-managed by
Eagleson, served further to confirm the accuracy of the' ,

released cover-up of CIA domestic activities, State

Labor Committee's analysis of the Rockefeller cabal's
attempt to introduce its fascist military takeover

Secrets.

Marchetti, far from being contacted - much less

"pursued" - by the NCLC, has merely been exposed by

machinery deeper into the infrastructure of the social

IPS as part of the McGeorge Bundy/Marcus Raskin

•

"self-destruction of the CIA" scheme (see IPS, No.6).

and political institutions of the U. S., under cover of the

, "self-destruction" of the CIA.

Pontiac Times Cries "CommuDist MenaCe"
Democracy and Capitalism aren't in as much trouble as

July 4 (IPS) - "The City of Pontiac has become a haven

for the Communist Party" - or so declared C. Don

we sometimes think....

June 20 editorial stirringly entitled "Comrades!"

one can watch the Kommie kids walking the streets of
downtown Pontiac selling their newspaper for 25 cents a

"The following day after each Commission meeting

Davidson, editor of the Pontiac [Michigan] Times, in a
Actually, Davidson was referring to the organizing of

copy. Twenty-five cents? Those kids are really capitalists

the National Caucus of Labor Committees throughout

and just don't know it!

Michigan's industrial workforce. The Labor Committee
presentation on the international situation at the June 1 1

-- - .

Burbled

Davidson:

"I

cannot

imagine

a

-

Times for just 15 cents. Now I ask you, comrades, 'Who

ran, in the editorial column, an 800-word fulmination
against Labor Committee ':.tKommie Kids," comp lete
with cartoon.

.

"As everybody knows, you can pick up a copy of The

City Commission meeting so distressed Davidson that he

is "really for the people"?' "

Fortunately for the human race, Pontiac workers are

reading New Solidarity and the primitive Mr. Davidson

more

is playing to a s pars ely tilled house. ,

convincing presentation toward assuring the puhlic that
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